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APPENDIX

_ Input received from Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting on 1/30/19 
 
_Answers to Icebreakers from Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting on 1/30/19 

 
_Input received from Community Kick-Off Meeting on 2/12/19

This Appendix is a compilation of the community input received at the Community Forum and 
Community Kick-Off meetings, which was transcribed directly from the post-it notes, 
questionnaires and boards utilized at those meetings.  The input is organized by the 9 key 
planning elements. For each element, the input is grouped according to the meeting in which 
the input was received. Additional input on the issues the community wants to learn more 
about is also recorded in this appendix. Text is color coded, as set out below:
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01 Land Use

Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting on 1/30/2019
What about this topic is most promising?

 y Vertical development (terracing for increased density), green  
gathering spaces

 y Different nodes/neighborhoods; connected and unified  
(Lee Highway Trail)

 y New destinations 
 y Flexibility for future, balancing priorities 
 y Lots of opportunity
 y Stronger sense of community
 y Connectivity between nodes; walkability
 y Focus on nodes – not trying to force ideas throughout entire corridor 
 y Walk from place to place
 y Finding ways to incentivize development 
 y Trials/pilots
 y Fallow land and abandoned buildings
 y Better by-right development/ other development provisions  

and zoning
 y Redevelopment offers opportunities for new business, apartments  

and retail
 y Density
 y Built form should match neighborhood scale
 y Agree with goal -  density and mixed-use should be at nodes  

identified

What about this topic most concerns you?

 y Increased density + residential edges; how to support business and uses; underutilized land
 y Maintain neighborhood focus and flavor is important. Need inclusion in decision making in the process. 
 y Maintain open space
 y Risk of uniformity throughout from one vision for all
 y Losing unique character/identity in each area or node
 y Not being bold enough (engaged) in decisions
 y Future planning of transitional areas; smaller vs. larger parcels
 y Site consolidation limits development potential, how realistic/feasible?
 y Will Cowboy Café continue?
 y Clarendon lost Vietnamese restaurants; timing, implementation and funding 
 y VDOT by-right 
 y Politics of those outside county
 y Small lots
 y Redevelopment needs to be compatible with people who live here
 y Needs to consider existing form
 y Disconnect between identifying nodes at high vehicle intersections
 y Needs to be personalized so that communities developed are quality

2016 Vision: Series of mixed-use activity nodes of varying scale and character.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Transform Lee Highway into a walkable, main street corridor, with a wide range of 
housing types, retail, services, and other uses that serve the diverse needs of nearby communities.

What about this topic is most promising?  

What about this topic most concerns you? 

Is there something that needs to be added or changed? 

Planning Element

Land Use -

Land Use -

Land Use -

Housing -

Housing -

Housing -

Transportation -

Transportation -

Transportation -

Public Spaces -

Public Spaces -

Public Spaces -

Building Form, Height, & Urban Design -

Building Form, Height, & Urban Design -

Building Form, Height, & Urban Design -

Historic Preservation & Cultural Resources -

Historic Preservation & Cultural Resources -

Historic Preservation & Cultural Resources -

Economic Vitality - 

Economic Vitality - 

Economic Vitality - 

Sustainability - 

Sustainability - 

Sustainability - 

Public Facilities -

Public Facilities -

Public Facilities -

Place response here
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Community Kick-Off Meeting on 2/12/19
What part of this vision do you like most? and why?

 y High density development to encourage affordable housing  
and maximize use of public transportation 

 y Like density where metro stations are within walking distance 
 y Like the tent pole density approach at major intersections and  

even higher in low-lying areas  
 y I really like the walkability of this area 
 y Need a market study to determine prospects and cost benefits 

 of new development - could also require new zoning incentives 
 for it to work 

 y Destinations + transition zones deeper than current 
 y I like the apartment condos and balconies on the buildings 
 y Think Paris 5 to 7 stories over retail 
 y Look at Cary town in Richmond - walkable local business  

destinations 
 y Need outdoor gathering space and open space 
 y Enhance bicycle corridors for the safety of all 
 y We love trees in open spaces and think they are healthy for  

everyone - keep and enhance
 y Multiple mixed-use centers/hubs of activities create  

opportunities for increased residential, office etc. 
 y We love the everyday Main Street feel of the Cherrydale area.  

If this project turns Lee Highway into a cross between Rosslyn  
and Ballston, we feel you will have failed

What part of this vision would you like to change? or add?

 y Would like a focus on infrastructure investment - not just roads but stormwater 
 y Taller building so that area changes quicker 
 y Add more condos, not apartments 
 y No buildings higher than two stories above ground 
 y Respect desire to ensure livability and avoid increase in traffic, school overcrowding and rising prices 
 y Need more trees 
 y Be flexible, it will encourage creativity
 y Keep neighborhoods intact and step back building heights from key intersections. Be very careful with congesting Lee Highway 

with activity nodes 
 y More housing near metro, reward green buildings and incentivize development of affordable housing 
 y Character - what is the theme character of the highway 

Is there something that needs to be added or changed? 

 y Maintain continuity along corridor – between neighborhoods + mixes of uses
 y Destinations with more trees
 y Lee Highway as destination; transitions are important criteria; cultural component should be added; add public space
 y Experimentation/trials
 y TDR – for lower density in some places and not others 
 y Large auto dealerships 
 y Metro ready corridor  

block consolidation density and height needs to be studied further
 y Affordable housing has to be a part
 y Mixed-use
 y Activities can be off Lee Hwy also – such as parks
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Series of mixed-use activity nodes 
of varying scale and character.

 ■ Establish location and boundary of multiple mixed use centers/hubs of  
 activity

 ■ Identify where mixed use is desired/required versus allowed
 ■ Define centers, edges and sensitive transition areas in each node
 ■ Establish great destinations to enhance walkability
 ■ Create opportunities for increased residential, office, and commercial uses
 ■ Identify potential redevelopment sites

Vision Recommendations:

Vision Principle:

Validating the 2016 Vision 
Planning Element LAND USE

What part of this vision do you like most?  
And why?

What part of this vision would you like to 
change? Or add? 

Place response here
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 y What is the unique nature of the highway? Different purpose relative  
to Roslyn, Ballston and Columbia Pike?

 y Include activity nodes off the highway and link to them  
Washington and Lee, the Williamsburg Shopping Center,  
Marymount University, 26 St. N and Old Dominion, Largo  
and Military 

 y Slow down auto traffic so walking is feasible and pleasant 
 y Need to understand economics of sustainability first then  

solve the design problem 
 y We need a unique thing to draw people from outside Arlington  

to spend their money here. A unique thing would be a public  
market at Lee Highway. What would make the market unique  
would be to have it include a combination of users including  
local retail, local restaurants, artist galleries, public gathering  
spaces around outside of the market and bridge over the  
highway 

 y Require 10% affordable housing for any rezoning 
 y Like small businesses like Cowboy Café and Bill’s Hardware  

- don’t want to lose small town feel don’t want to live in Ballston  
type environment 

 y Feels unsafe and not safe for kids 
 y Mixed-use retail, dining, and living need to be set back from  

road to support outdoor activities and seating - look at  
Shirlington and Mosaic District - no stairs 

Which of the following aspects of the goal is the most important  
to you and why?

Walkable Main Street 
 y Yes to all 
 y These are all interconnected - one without the others will not work 
 y Walkability 
 y Walkable but also bike-able
 y This should not just be a commuter route - consider pedestrians 
 y Less surface parking lots, bring buildings up to the right of way, increase tree canopy and wider sidewalks 
 y Better sidewalks, more green areas and pop-up parks 
 y Support sidewalk dining - invite people to spend an afternoon through good design 
 y Bring more greening in the city areas 
 y Develop one-way traffic roads in areas of concern 
 y The perception of the highway is that it is unsafe for pedestrians
 y Ample space in front of shops 

Range of housing types, retail services and other uses 
 y Limit height from Rosslyn westbound 
 y A diverse mix of affordable and useful shops, retailers, restaurants, services (such as hardware stores), flower shops, gyms, 

bakeries, restaurants, pubs 
 y Shared office space like WeWork for consultants, independent contractors, and start ups 
 y Ample outdoor recreation areas, parks, swimming pools, tennis courts etc. 
 y Anchor nodes with grocery stores and every day needs - plan for communities 
 y High-end multi family 
 y Walkable Main Street provides a sense of community pride in ownership 
 y Say no to any proposed big box retail - too many chains have gone belly up 
 y Open space and restaurants 
 y More mid-range housing 
 y Allow or encourage mixed use buildings 
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Walkable mainstreet 

Range of housing 
types, retail, 
services, and other 
uses

Diverse needs of 
nearby communities

LAND USEProject Goals and Activities

 ■ Neighborhood Conservation Plans
 ■ Cherrydale Revitalization Plan (1994)
 ■ East Falls Church Area Plan (2011)

Planning Element

Transform Lee Highway into a walkable, main street corridor, with a wide range of housing types,
retail, services, and other uses that serve the diverse needs of nearby communities.

Preliminary Aspirational Goal: 

Phase 1 Activities Related Studies and/or Ongoing Projects/Processes

Which of the following aspects of the goal is the most important to you and why? 

 ■ Land use and zoning analysis
 ■  Characterization of built and permittable uses, density, heights
 ■  Land ownership patterns
 ■  Recent developer applications 
 ■ Develop land use scenario methodology
 ■ Develop character areas

Place response here
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 y Green innovation hub for small businesses - let’s lead in the future 
 y More modern style housing and office buildings 
 y Need to allow for quality of life for single-family homes 
 y Tracking and projecting population growth is the most critical element, transportation and retail will follow - APS has not effectively 

projected that kind of growth. The county needs to do better on that. 

Diverse needs of nearby communities 

 y Be sensitive to edge neighborhood in Fairfax County 
 y Allow By-Right residential between nodes to increase affordability, increase purchasing power, attract investment 
 y Resist fixing a basic strategy like form based code - flexibility is essential to encourage quality development, good applicants make 

a good development - give height to get open space and housing in the middle, stress flexibility 
 y Connect transportation with the housing planning element and the need for more affordable housing -  may need to adjust 

land-use and density to achieve 
 y Increased parking along major roads 
 y Ensure parking is convenient to Lee Highway businesses for persons (including the elderly) with limited mobility - cannot walk great 

distances nor use bikes 
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02 Housing

Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting on 1/30/2019
What about this topic is most promising?

 y Opportunity for improved zoning
 y Area to preserve/create MARKS
 y More density at activity nodes. Focus on affordability. 
 y Inclusion of all of Arlington including people of color, including  

renters 
 y Senior housing near transit, affordable housing, different 

 types of housing
 y Diversification of housing types
 y Affordability; facilitate AO’s; smaller structures
 y Density; new forms/accessory/SRHSE
 y Preservation
 y Missing middle from dwelling to retail
 y Increase quality and number of housing units 
 y Excited about adding res. units
 y TDR – great tool

What about this topic most concerns you?

 y Long-time resident: “We can’t afford to downsize!”. Address  
regulations to allow for missing middle. Need to keep existing  
affordable housing. (middle income). Make affordable housing  
market based (not subsidy) 

 y Definition of missing middle; aging in place; location of housing
 y Transitions. Policy is hard to understand. Restrictive locations  

+ laws limit creativity. 
 y Affordable housing near transit, near amenities, located throughout corridor
 y Intimidation by large amount of 2500 marks
 y Unachievable; not a real goal (aspirational)
 y New housing too luxurious
 y Density
 y Enough space for transitions
 y Amazon and growth in general; pressure to maintain 
 y Create APF.HSG – protection because of loss 
 y Marks can become more expensive
 y Want housing goal to be more flexible/innovative in addressing goals

Is there something that needs to be added or changed? 

 y How to control/monitor architectural quality? 
 y Housing impact on retail 
 y SF homes can’t be only housing, need missing middle types near/in core; more flexibility for existing structures 
 y Access to food
 y Commitment to missing middle

2016 Vision: Improve appearance, functionality and affordability.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Expand housing options to achieve a diverse mix of types, affordability, and tenure. 
Strive to achieve the goals set forth in the Affordable Housing Master Plan and ongoing County housing studies, which includes 
achieving housing for lower and middle-income households, and to accommodate residents who want to age in the Lee Highway 
community.

What about this topic is most promising?  

What about this topic most concerns you? 

Is there something that needs to be added or changed? 

Planning Element

Land Use -
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Public Facilities -

Public Facilities -

Public Facilities -

Place response here
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 y talking points for residents
 y aspirational goal text is too technical for everyone to digest
 y  how to integrate affordable housing on block-by-block basis
 y aesthetics
 y affordability one wrong/zoning and redevelopment of single family leads to McMansions
 y innovation should be added into achievement of goals
 y mention of community land trusts

Compiled answers to questions during Community Forum Ice-breaker Exercise
1. What is your vision for the future of Lee Highway and how can we communicate and help you stay informed    
throughout the process?

More residential (affordable, market rate and senior) to boost demand for retail/restaurants and transit and meet AHMP

2. If you were 8 years old, what would you like to see and do on Lee Highway and why?  What if you were 15, 30 or 65   
years old?

65 years old: Affordable housing within walking distance to commercial centers like Lee Harrison

Community Kick-Off Meeting on 2/12/19
What part of this vision do you like most? and why?

 y Density to serve more families and types 
 y Increase multi-family duplexes and four-plexes; more  

townhouses like Connecticut Avenue 
 y increase density 
 y With the incredible land values, we must award density and  

height if we expect to get committed affordable housing  
developers - cannot build it if the requirements make this  
impossible (i.e. the southern side of Columbia Pike) 

 y Accessible senior housing 
 y Evaluating options for affordability requirements 
 y Create new zoning Regulations to actually encourage senior  

housing 
 y Low rise buildings enhance community, we already have  

Wilson Boulevard we don’t need that kind of development 
 y Incentives for small businesses to collaborate with 2 to 3 story  

dwellings of all income levels to avoid result of towering (light  
and air polluting) construction 

 y I like that this is not high-rise as long as they are sturdy - take  
into consideration noise between units 

 y I agree with more sky, trees and open space not high-rises 
 y Don’t turn the highway into another group of Ballston high 

-rises we want to see the sky 
 y Like multifamily apartment homes. Density for development  

feasibility is good but we can and need to do this 
 y Many types of trees, low rise 

What part of this vision would you like to change? or add?

 y Mixed use 
 y Increase the overall supply - more people equals more community 
 y Use density bonus etc. to encourage workforce housing 
 y Pursue co-location of affordable housing with public facilities like Arlington Mill 

3

HOUSING
Improve appearance, functionality and  
affordability.

 ■ Increase residential variety to include multifamily apartment homes,  
 duplexes, townhouses and accessory units

 ■ Enable development of housing for elderly
 ■ Promote development of housing types that allow people to stay on corridor  

 or “age-in-place”
 ■ Evaluate potential for increased density to enhance development feasibility
 ■ Evaluate potential affordability requirement on all new developments 

Vision Recommendations:

Vision Principle:

What part of this vision do you like most?  
And why?

Planning Element
Validating the 2016 Vision 

What part of this vision would you like to 
change? Or add? 

Place response here
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 y Accept a greater density to increase affordability and achieve master plan 
 y Mixed-use with retail on the bottom 
 y More modern housing and office buildings 
 y Businesses below residences allow business owners to live above their businesses and have reduced rent and taxes.
 y Keep housing affordable and diverse styles, prices etc. 
 y Consider Columbia Pike form based code plan 
 y Create incentives for preservation and enhancement of garden style apartments like the old Buckingham that fit the neighborhood 

more 
 y Lee Highway could support higher density housing if designed well - mixed use is better than single use retail only 
 y Meet the housing master plan goal - use tools to increase housing for affordable workforce 
 y Keep housing density as is, no more high density 
 y It feels like all the County wants to do is add more people, not quality of life 
 y Concern about increasing density on a non-metro Corridor 
 y This vision does not address the problems with inevitable population growth that comes with more housing 
 y Concern about growth on infrastructure 
 y Any new housing proposal should be met with a requirement or commitment of financial support for educational facilities and 

teacher salaries 
 y Parking for these units 
 y Housing density is already sufficient. Schools are overcrowded. Roads are congested and heavily used.

Which of the following aspects of the goal is the most important to you and why?

Diverse mix of housing types, affordability and tenure 
 y Spread affordable housing throughout the highway 
 y Accessory dwelling units 
 y Missing middle housing 
 y More PACE and weatherization programs will make homes  

more affordable 
 y Diverse housing types are important, as the American dream  

is shifting - don’t destroy single-family housing, but branch out 
 y Use transition zones along commercial zones for creative new  

zoning districts to create a variety of housing types 
 y Be honest about higher density as a way of achieving these goals 
 y Higher residential density with improved commercial 
 y Detached accessory dwelling units for existing structures: let  

people build whatever they want within existing footprint and  
don’t limit to 750 ft.² 

 y More missing middle 
 y Allow more housing with 2 to 4 units 
 y More multi-family quadruplexes house for four families 
 y Traffic is already a problem, with dense housing it will be a  

bigger problem 
 y Limit high density housing to not more than two stories and only on  

the highway 
 y Expand multi bedroom apartments - provide family sized  

housing 
 y Replace older apartments in North Highlands with newer stock,  

while  maintaining same number of affordable units and build up 
 y Increased affordable housing could also increase community diversity 

More housing for lower and middle income households 
 y Meet housing master plan goals through appropriate placement 
 y Yes 
 y Prioritize affordability - number one priority low income accessible 
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Expand housing options to achieve a diverse mix of types, affordability, and tenure. Strive to achieve the goals 
set forth in the Affordable Housing Master Plan and ongoing County housing studies, which includes achieving 
housing for lower and middle-income households, and to accommodate residents who want to age in the Lee 
Highway community.

HOUSINGProject Goals and Activities
Planning Element

Diverse mix of 
housing types, 
affordability, and 
tenure

More housing for 
lower and middle-
income households 

Age-in-place 
housing for elderly

Preliminary Aspirational Goal: 

Which of the following aspects of the goal is the most important to you and why? 

 ■ Affordable Housing Master Plan (2015)
 ■ Housing Conservation District
 ■ Market Rate Affordable Housing Report (2017)

Phase 1 Activities Related Studies and/or Ongoing Projects/Processes
 ■ Analyze existing housing types, building/structure age, tenure and affordability 
 ■ Assess applicability to Affordable Housing Master Plan and Housing Conservation District  

 policy framework
 ■ Identify opportunities, constraints, and needs related to aging
 ■ Identify opportunities and constraints for producing a variety of housing types
 ■ Analyze feasibility of producing affordable housing

Place response here
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 y Affordable housing and affordable housing for low and middle income 
 y Invest in affordable housing when possible 
 y More condos for middle income - not high-rise apartments with parking 
 y Figure out how McMansions can be repurposed into duplexes - economics force builders to build the biggest allowed on a lot 
 y What can be done to stem the tide of tear downs of older affordable housing stock?
 y Make sure services expand when population increases especially for schools and parks 
 y Increase ability to have accessory dwelling 
 y Opportunity for a local residence to invest in affordable housing tax credit or co-op; include adjacent node’s like the Marymount 

area 
 y Identify sites where purchase of land for permanent workforce housing can be developed 
 y I believe affordable housing could be added if sensitive to building height and by having a first floor commercial element at the 

following sites: Caribbean Grill, Prestons, vacant federal bakers building, and adjacent parcel this could also be restricted. Other 
spaces include the area west of George Mason and north or south sides of the area between Sunoco station Joe’s place - parking 
below, great pedestrian frontage and no more than four floors unless stepping down toward residence behind 

Aging in place, housing for the elderly 
 y Housing for elderly and youth - Elder roommate matching 
 y Affordable housing for seniors to age in place, not established facilities like sunrise 
 y Housing near retail and dining can reduce need for car 
 y Facing a crisis overpopulation, housing resources, plus what they can afford 
 y Housing needs to include senior accessible buildings - no stairs and parking near housing is critical for seniors who are disabled - 

attention to seniors aging in place community 
 y “Greenhouse” shared nursing facilities
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03 Transportation

Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting on 1/30/2019
What about this topic is most promising?

 y Opportunity for more and better travel options (to metro  
stations for ex.)

 y Walkability + Connections 
 y Walkable environment + transit. Ped Safety. “Don’t Die for Pie” 
 y Walkability, multi-modal (bike), additional transit options
 y Complete streets
 y Dedicated bike lanes  
 y New modes – scooters and electric bikes lead to new infrastructure
 y Bikeshare; DC ideas
 y All sounds good
 y Buy Lee Highway
 y Adding more nodes
 y Walkability
 y Opportunity to calm traffic
 y Connections to mass transit
 y Sidewalk design-green with trees
 y Accommodates multiple modes, options are good
 y Making VDOT think differently
 y Transport/transit/scooters providing independence to youth
 y Quick trial projects

What about this topic most concerns you? 
 y Lee Highway at capacity. More density will make it worse.  

Enough Right-of-Way for all modes? (+improvements to bike/ped)
 y Improve traffic flow (should be slowed down)/VDOT concerns; can Lee Highway accommodate lot of needs (trade CFFS)
 y Parking, not enjoyable walk, what mode is most important, dedicated lanes don’t work, delivery vehicles
 y Speed and traffic; 
 y Rebrand from “highway” 
 y Think about the future (autonomous vehicles)
 y Explore creative ideas like shared parking
 y No maintenance of existing infrastructure so can we trust the new to be maintained?
 y VDOT control; existing laws
 y Counter to above – VDOT/truck routes/HWY
 y Get the location and number of parking right
 y Balance of land uses and parking; local vs. commuter
 y i66 tolls affect corridor

2016 Vision: Be ‘Complete’, with safe access for pedestrians, cyclists, transit riders, and drivers, as well as improved 
streetscape design.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Redesign Lee Highway into a complete street that better serves all modes of travel, 
while recognizing its continued role as a commuter corridor. A multi-modal corridor that encourages bus ridership through land 
use recommendations and transit-oriented urban design principles. Improve walkways and overall pedestrian and bicycle 
connectivity and safety throughout. Right-size parking, improve transit access, promote alternate modes of travel, safe routes to 
schools, and access to public space.

What about this topic is most promising?  

What about this topic most concerns you? 

Is there something that needs to be added or changed? 

Planning Element

Land Use -

Land Use -

Land Use -

Housing -

Housing -
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Transportation -

Transportation -

Transportation -

Public Spaces -
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Building Form, Height, & Urban Design -
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Historic Preservation & Cultural Resources -
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Economic Vitality - 

Economic Vitality - 
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Sustainability - 

Sustainability - 

Sustainability - 

Public Facilities -

Public Facilities -

Public Facilities -

Place response here
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 y Pedestrian experience should be enhanced; people need to have a reason to walk safely

Is there something that needs to be added or changed? 

 y How to manage (public) parking. Consider E-scooters/other? 
 y Add discussion of most pressing needs; Lee Highway shuttle
 y R.O.W., existing parking shouldn’t change, unsafe intersections 
 y Include the car driver in multi-modal analysis, not just north/south transport (E/W also) or circulator bus?
 y regional connectivity
 y  focus on existing infrastructure
 y need more immediate changes
 y need N-S connections
 y congestion charge
 y shared use modes
 y pilot with liability
 y people are scared they will be shamed for using car
 y  consider taking Lee Hwy from VDOT
 y lesson learned from Columbia Pike- form based code allows flexibility
 y  innovation
 y  reduce deaths and serious injuries

Compiled answers to questions during Community Forum Ice-breaker Exercise
1. What is your vision for the future of Lee Highway and how can we communicate and help you stay informed throughout the 
process?

 y Transit-oriented
 y Bike friendly - redesign/rethink barriers
 y Traffic calming and better public transportation 
 y Fewer cars

2. What is your favorite place to visit and why?  What would you bring to Lee Highway from there?

 y Tokyo: advanced, vertical design, public transit and walkability

3. If you were 8 years old, what would you like to see and do on Lee Highway and why?  What if you were 15, 30 or 65 years 
old?

a. 8 years old: 
 y Place to ride bikes and scooters
 y Safe and comfortable to cross Lee Hwy and walk and bike along it
 y Safe walk to schools

b. 65 years old:
 y Slow, quieter area for walking

c.Any age: 
 y  A corridor that can be used by all ages (even if no driver’s license) 
 y Build Unity Bridge over Lee Highway @ Fire Station 8 and Langston
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Community Kick-Off Meeting on 2/12/19
What part of this vision do you like most? and why?

 y Separate bike lanes and dual bike and pedestrian paths
 y Monorail train in the middle of the street
 y Enhance walkability – How to create a sense of place, slow things  

down for pleasant walking
 y Reduce speed, walking comfort, VDOT collaboration
 y Include pedestrian pathways that protect people from traffic
 y Enhance cycling routes and add bike trails
 y Safety is key
 y Connectivity and walkability! Increased public transportation
 y Biking is the future
 y Improve traffic flow
 y More bike trails and inter-trail connections
 y Increase public transportation along the corridor
 y Dedicated bus lanes plus more frequency are key
 y Transfer Lee Hwy from VDOT to Arlington County
 y Better bus service connecting Lee Hwy with metro stations
 y Change zoning to allow for higher density, put parking underground,  

use benefits package to fund pedestrian  
improvements

 y Strategy for shared parking
 y Bike racks everywhere
 y Very little. This is a highway. People depend on that. I don’t like  

narrowing lanes for bikes. They have Custis trail.  Ok to add more  
sidewalks.

What part of this vision would you like to change? or add?

 y County needs to gather much more input from a diverse, large group of residents.
 y Connect to transit options
 y Parking centers are needed near restaurants/retail/gathering centers- think plaza, need access for seniors
 y Dedicated bus lanes are not feasible on a 2 lane road
 y Given time frame of plan, consider impacts of self-driving cars parking, what will happen if parking demand is reduced in the 

future?
 y Focus on pedestrian safety – separate protected lanes 
 y What does reduced speed really mean? Evening traffic is at a standstill no matter the posted limit
 y Connect all pedestrian paths, widen paths, set aside bike lanes, and add dedicated bus lanes.
 y Population growth will cause transportation problems; the 16Y bus is already crowded.
 y Lee Hwy should be managed by Arlington County
 y Street lighting - more pedestrian friendly
 y We need more flashing safety light options at crossings, not just after there are injuries.
 y No more buses for high school students – Metro and ART
 y How will new residents get to work? Where will they park?
 y You cannot significantly reduce single-person vehicles on Lee Hwy
 y Need more parking for those without transit options like those near military road. Small business suffers when there is no parking. 

Look at Clarendon, need parking like at Bethesda. Residents from all over visit Bethesda because they built parking garages that 
are affordable.

 y Enforce pedestrian crossing laws – cars do not stop for people in the crossings- especially hard at bus stops

5

Be ‘Complete’, with safe access for pedestrians, 
cyclists, transit riders, and drivers, as well as  
improved streetscape design. 

 ■ Establish working relationship with VDOT
 ■ Balance the needs of all modes  
 ■ Enhance walkability through continuous connections
 ■ Improve traffic flow 
 ■ Reduce reliance on single occupancy vehicles 
 ■ Reduce travel speed and calm traffic 
 ■ Enhance cycling routes - either on or parallel to Lee Highway 
 ■ Enhance transit service, improve bus stops, increase frequency, add routes

Vision Recommendations:

Vision Principle:

Planning Element TRANSPORTATION

What part of this vision do you like most?  
And why?

Validating the 2016 Vision 

What part of this vision would you like to 
change? Or add? 

Place response here
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 y Lee Hwy is not a Metro corridor. It is a major commuting rote. These realities cannot be ignored. Parking is essential for viability of 
businesses.  What works in the Rosslyn-Ballston corridor will not work here, different topography, demographics and transit 
options. Planning must be tailored to the realities of Lee Hwy

 y Add transit stops on Old Dominion at Statford Park
 y Can you identify any community that has increased density and improved traffic flow at the same time?
 y How to address/constrain road improvements and improve other mobilities. Roads are always going to fill up
 y Better ways to protect neighborhood from cut-through traffic
 y Need for incentives to reduce reliance on cars
 y Allow single-occupancy vehicles and vehicle throughput
 y How do you get cars to actually stop for peds crossing street? 
 y Understates the importance of adequate parking to access public spaces – perception is that cars are out, bikes are in 

Which of the following aspects of the goal is the most important to you and why?

Complete Streets that better serve all modes of travel
 y More traffic circles
 y Divert silver line under Lee Hwy from Rosslyn to East Falls Church
 y Improve traffic situations around metro stations by making  

one-way traffic on roads
 y Include shared mobility models, electric and autonomous  

vehicles in plan
 y “Complete street’ concepts do not work due to topography.  

This is not the orange line corridor, this is a highway, should 
 remain so

 y Need more throughput of cars and trucks, not less - traffic flow  
important

 y Coordinate with other jurisdictions –ART 55 should extend past  
Merrifield and must go as far as Falls Church to be an effective line

 y Install raised walkways at many intersections of Lee Hwy to  
protect pedestrians and allow for continuous traffic

 y Widen sidewalks, install a bike lane, consider dedicated lane  BRT
 y Lee Hwy is a major evacuation route, take this into account
 y Better “smart city” technology so that traffic lights are timed based  

on the amount of congestion
 y Remain wary of developers who promise greenspace that ends up  

within their courtyards only or those that say  “sidewalk mixed-use  
and cafes” that becomes nothing but a narrow barely navigable  
mini-sidewalk, as well as their amendments

 y Balance – choose pedestrians over more auto turn lanes
 y More lighting at crosswalks and cross signals that actually work
 y Do not reduce the speed limit, it will make traffic worse
 y Narrow the travel lanes and reduce the speeds
 y Improve sidewalks for safer walking for seniors
 y More bike lanes so I could walk on sidewalk
 y Devote more space for separated bike lanes

Bus ridership, alternate modes of travel, parking
 y Less auto, more options
 y Electric tram
 y Connected networks, networks of bike lanes will more easily facilitate alternative modes of transportation
 y Improve ART bus services AAART55 and Metrobus 3Y trips
 y Public/private parking garage - need near Lee Harrison intersection
 y Shared parking around businesses to free up land for other uses

6

TRANSPORTATIONProject Goals and Activities
Planning Element

Redesign Lee Highway into a complete street that better serves all modes of travel, while recognizing its continued role as a  
commuter corridor. A multi-modal corridor that encourages bus ridership through land use recommendations and transit-oriented 
urban design principles. Improve walkways and overall pedestrian and bicycle connectivity and safety throughout. Right-size  
parking, improve transit access, promote alternate modes of travel, safe routes to schools, and access to public space.

Complete street 
that better serves 
all modes of travel 

Bus ridership, 
alternate modes of 
travel, parking

Pedestrian and 
bicycle connectivity 
and safety, access 
to transit, public 
spaces and 
schools 

Phase 1 Activities Related Studies and/or Ongoing Projects/Processes

Preliminary Aspirational Goal: 

Which of the following aspects of the goal is the most important to you and why? 

 ■ Intersection Design Improvements
 ■ I-66 Corridor Improvements
 ■ Master Transportation Plan Bicycle Element (2019)

 ■ Document and analyze existing conditions
 ■  Connectivity, operations, and travel time
 ■  Street design
 ■  Local and regional transit network
 ■  Bike and pedestrian networks
 ■  Shared ride options
 ■  Parking requirements
 ■ Identify existing constraints and advantages for each mode

Place response here
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 y Develop more bus routes that connect to metro at more than Rosslyn and Ballston
 y Arlington regional transit is terrible lately, constantly #55 buses missing
 y Public transportation should connect Lee Hwy with metro stations
 y Parking – people will still keep their cars
 y Think about transit holistically- why take transit lasting 30 min. when driving is 15 min. Transit must be “worth it” for the user
 y 3Y already packed, need more lines
 y 3Y and other traffic taking Roosevelt Bridge, need a ramp onto 66 before Rosslyn, which is a mess
 y Explore what level of infill is needed to support higher forms of transit
 y BRT to downtown DC
 y Increase bus frequency and all day service, make the bus the obvious choice
 y HOV during rush hour –George Mason to Rosslyn- Busses get stuck but should be fast and preferred

Pedestrian and bicycle connectivity and safety, access to transit, public spaces and schools
 y Provide tax benefits for public transit users
 y Yes for bikeable, walkable streets and neighborhoods
 y Buffer /greenspace/trees for pedestrian comfort and speed reduction
 y Parking?
 y More bike racks everywhere
 y Slow down auto traffic so walking is feasible and pleasant
 y Some areas of Lee Hwy not suitable for bikes
 y Safe pedestrian walking on parallel streets, quiet and less traffic
 y Can denser development be focused around grocery/drug store areas as in Ballston. VA Square?
 y Improve crosswalks, some are very dangerous to cross
 y We need more trees
 y I want to be able to walk and bike everywhere. That’s possible now living on Lee Hwy between Adams and Veitch. Soon moving to 

Lee Heights. Retail choices are limited and bike routes to Custis and nearest grocery stores are limited/subpar as well. I don’t want 
to have to drive to live there

 y Make biking and walking irresistible, comfortable, and family friendly
 y Reduce speed limit to 30
 y Pedestrianize the intersection of Lee and Spout Run and Kirkwood
 y Pedestrian safety at intersections is a must, especially within North Highlands where it is 6 lanes. Would be better to create a 

consistent plan/look/ standard for the street size, crossings and streetscape.
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04 Public Spaces

Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting on 1/30/2019
What about this topic is most promising?

 y Greening! Potential artistic (distinctive) center pieces/places.  
Farmers markets. 

 y Creation of gathering spaces; place building
 y Free community destinations 
 y Open space that accommodates all ages, more park spaces
 y Gathering spaces 
 y Integrate nature in the city (biophilic cities)
 y Better opportunities for private/public spaces
 y Tactical urbanism
 y Private businesses activating spaces
 y Pop-up spaces/events
 y Playground for adults (like The Porch at 30th St. Stationin Philly)
 y Pop-up parks
 y Streetscapes; trees; like Westover
 y Large public gathering space
 y Buy aged properties for parks
 y Purposeful spaces like a farmer’s market + non-programmed  

balance
 y Dog parks, public art
 y Should complement open spaces
 y There isn’t a great gathering space that is a park – would be great  

to have

What about this topic most concerns you?

 y Where’s the land? And how can we afford to buy it? 
 y Lack of public spaces
 y Ped crossing – E.F.C.
 y Fixing broken system of TDR’s for open space
 y Appropriate planning and maintenance for tree pits
 y Rights space for gathering – accessible
 y Disconnect and not emphasized
 y Existing park in Rosslyn was loud due to air plane path – need to consider noise when siting parks

Is there something that needs to be added or changed?

 y Dog park! Water park (like Yards park)
 y Increase creativity; bike bridge; utilize surface parking for new open spaces
 y Dog Parks!
 y Access to parkland 
 y Parks open after dark
 y  tree canopy and shade; street trees; public art

2016 Vision: Provide new community open spaces and gathering places that are integrated with walk/ bike networks.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Connect Lee Highway community to a diverse mix of public spaces that balance 
community needs. Embrace streetscapes as an important element of public space.

What about this topic is most promising?  

What about this topic most concerns you? 

Is there something that needs to be added or changed? 

Planning Element

Land Use -

Land Use -

Land Use -

Housing -

Housing -

Housing -

Transportation -

Transportation -

Transportation -

Public Spaces -

Public Spaces -

Public Spaces -

Building Form, Height, & Urban Design -

Building Form, Height, & Urban Design -

Building Form, Height, & Urban Design -

Historic Preservation & Cultural Resources -

Historic Preservation & Cultural Resources -

Historic Preservation & Cultural Resources -

Economic Vitality - 

Economic Vitality - 

Economic Vitality - 

Sustainability - 

Sustainability - 

Sustainability - 

Public Facilities -

Public Facilities -

Public Facilities -

Place response here
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 y land acquisition around existing parks
 y performance space (non-profit)
 y Toyota dealership as civic space
 y walking tour that stops at spaces
 y need memorable public art and spaces
 y  parking lots are missed opportunities
 y consider “value” being added
 y  community can interact with and enjoy it

Compiled answers to questions during Community Forum Ice-breaker Exercise
1. What is your vision for the future of Lee Highway and how can we communicate and help you stay informed throughout the 
process?

 y Neighborhood (not chain) gathering places like restaurants
 y More trees and green
 y Biophilic

2. What is your favorite place to visit and why?  What would you bring to Lee Highway from there?

 y Nat’s Park: smaller gathering places
 y Savannah, GA: creates value with open space; commercial/office clusters mixed in with residential

3. If you were 8 years old, what would you like to see and do on Lee Highway and why?  What if you were 15, 30 or 65 years 
old?

a. 8 years old: 

 y Play spaces
 y Spray park

b. 15 years old:  
 y Safe hang-out spaces
 y Places to gather with something to do

c. 30 years old:

 y Kid-friendly places

d. Any age: 
 y dog parks
 y Outside seating
 y A place where you know the people, friends, neighbors – a magnet to gather
 y General green space and open areas for non-organized sports
 y Face to face experiences and fun activities like rock climbing
 y Ball fields
 y Outdoor fitness

e. General:

 y Age appropriate spaces
 y Free (no cost) destinations
 y Lee Hwy is not a place for 8-year-old children (place parents get necessities)
 y Dog park
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Community Kick-Off Meeting on 2/12/19
What part of this vision do you like most? and why?

 y We need more trees
 y Heritage trees and character
 y Walkable (including streets trees and shade ) and passive recreation  

(including sound buffers and water features ) 
 y Not a patch of green space is left at the Rosslyn portion of Lee  

Highway. Please provide space for people who live in apartments 
 y More parks with fountains and benches 
 y More trees on Lee Highway 
 y More tree canopy cover 
 y Flexible space 
 y Connect public spaces along corridor to schools recreation etc. 
 y Integrating walk and bicycle paths into Lee Highway corridor 
 y Open space parks place to walk your dog all add to the health  

of the area 
 y Pedestrians protected from cyclists a priority 
 y Make Gateway Park pedestrian friendly and less concrete  

(Rosslyn) 
 y Old firehouse community maker place 
 y Mixing passive and active recreation is important public  

spaces should feel like places for many different forms of  
engagement 

 y Create nodes of public space along the Corridor with distinct  
design character for each area 

 y I love Woodstock Park and so does the community, it is  
always full 

 y My dream is for Lee Highway to become narrower, slower  
and green, or the Wilson Boulevard treatment if you will 

 y Create breakable network; provide spaces for active and  
passive recreation 

 y I bike to work from the courthouse area to DC with easy  
access to the Custis trail it’s safe and low stress. I’m moving  
to the Lee Heights area and I’m concerned about my future  
bike route 

 y As a parent of two young kids I’d love to be able to let them  
walk or bike to their friends’ houses. A 6 lane Highway makes that a terrifying proposition 

What part of this vision would you like to change? or add?

 y We need connected green space
 y No public art
 y More trees
 y Biophilic design principles
 y More green space
 y Screen on the green Bardo example Art sandbox Arlington 
 y Increase the number of informal and formal community gathering spaces 
 y Dawson Terrace needs to be accessible 
 y The parking lot next to Woodstock could be smaller because it is never full. And you could make it easier to see Woodstock park 
 y Streetscapes should include natural elements no public art installations - use landscapes 
 y Include space for community gardens 
 y Hammocks rocking chairs and swings 
 y Reconceptualize Cherrydale park - it is pretty useless as it is 
 y Be reasonable with art, don’t force developers to waste money on it 

7

Provide new community open spaces and  
gathering places that are integrated with walk/
bike networks.

 ■ Create a walkable/bikeable network of new and existing neighborhood    
 open spaces and social gathering places 

 ■ Refresh and connect existing destinations (i.e. recreation facilities, schools,  
 natural areas etc.)

 ■ Provide art in public spaces
 ■ Provide spaces for active and passive recreation serving a range of age   

 groups and families
 ■ Embrace streetscape as an important element of public space

Vision Recommendations:

Vision Principle:

Planning Element PUBLIC SPACES

What part of this vision do you like most?  
And why?

Validating the 2016 Vision 

What part of this vision would you like to 
change? Or add? 

Place response here
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 y Increase and maintain tree cover canopy as part of public space 
 y The pathway at Woodstock Park was a bad decision it is constantly in need of repair 
 y Link to adjacent public spaces and churches: Glebe elementary, Williamsburg/Washington and liberty/Yorktown, Marymount 26th 

and Old Dominion 
 y Need to make private swim clubs public 

 y Landscape as art 
 y Expand the walking parks and plant more trees 
 y Does this vision really take into account population growth caused by increased housing? 
 y Add and enhance landscaping to soften the medians in Lee Highway (trees, flowers, shrubs planters)
 y Let’s have more urban parks on transit supported arteries. The Roslyn Park is cool and could be more used but we could use more 

and they should have beer gardens in them 
 y Plantings and seasonal flowers enhance quality-of-life. Roslyn Bid does a great job spreading the flowers 

Which of the following aspects of the goal is the most important to you and why?

Diverse mix of public spaces that balance community needs 
 y Open space as community gathering spaces 
 y Good connectivity to parks 
 y Study areas that are quiet and accessible for students and  

non-students besides libraries 
 y Redevelop Safeway parking lot as a park with parking below 
 y Indoor place to eat hang out in the winter without having to  

purchase something from stores  
 y Create more land for public spaces use air rights over I-66 
 y Beer garden where ever you can 
 y Dancing in the street  
 y Dancing pavilions 
 y Include shade in most outdoor public spaces especially shade  

trees or covered walkways 
 y Lee Highway needs a unique space to draw people (especially  

those outside of Arlington to come spend their money) here.  
A unique space would be a public market with public space  
surrounding it at Lee Highway and Glebe with a unique  
pedestrian bridge gathering space over the highway where  
smaller events could be held. The public market would be a  
collection of: local retailers (especially artisans), local  
restaurants, artist galleries and studios and teaching space,  
food artisans, public gathering and eating space on top of the  
public market 

Embrace streetscapes as an important element of public space 
 y Public transit not enough frequency, scooter is faster to get to  

Virginia square GMU station.
 y Continuity of corridor. visual interest walkable transit comfort. mini park pop-ups 
 y Landscape beautification of medians and unused rights-of-way 
 y This is the most important public space element 
 y Close the road in front of Lee Heights shops and make walkable create higher density housing above 
 y North south connection to metro 
 y Walk and bike without needing a car it was complete freedom 
 y Not enough amenities near Glebe and Lee Highway. Will the county allow higher height west of Glebe Road? 
 y Denver 16th St. as an example 
 y Is the information that the county is gathering truly representative of the people on the highway? 
 y Reach out to each community have a listening session with each group to get a more neighborhood-based, mixed income, cultural 

diversity input
 y Try to make strolling Lee Highway feel like a park: add trees, tame traffic and add crossings 
 y Use newsletter, email lists, posters, signs advertise a community listening session versus a reacting session 

8

PUBLIC SPACESProject Goals and Activities
Planning Element

Connect Lee Highway community to a diverse mix of public spaces that balance community needs. 
Embrace streetscapes as an important element of public space. 

Diverse mix of 
public spaces 
that balance 
community needs

Embrace 
streetscapes as an 
important element 
of public space

Preliminary Aspirational Goal: 

Which of the following aspects of the goal is the most important to you and why? 

 ■ POPs: Public Spaces Master Plan (2019)
 ■ Public Art Master Plan (2019)

Phase 1 Activities Related Studies and/or Ongoing Projects/Processes
 ■ Review and assess existing plans and conditions for parks, natural resources and public   

 spaces
 ■ Analyze sidewalks, bike, and trail linkages to parks in larger county and regional network

Place response here
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05 Building Form, Height, and Urban Design

Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting on 1/30/2019
What about this topic is most promising?

 y Can upgrade aesthetics/cosmetic look/or feel of buildings,  
spaces

 y Parking to public spaces
 y Celebrating authenticity and variation. Height is ok in specific  

locations where appropriate. “This is a city” 
 y More density at Kirkwood
 y Finding right places for density
 y Tactical urbanism
 y Try some new things
 y Transitions
 y Incentivize good design not more height necessarily
 y Opportunity for density and nodes
 y Utilities underground
 y Like the mention and specificity of high quality design
 y Cherrydale Hardware is a great example of comm. Arch.  

But detail /quality done right

What about this topic most concerns you?

 y Form-based code = lowest construction 
 y Parking requirements; how to scale in transition areas. High  

density to single family houses
 y It can’t look the same end to end 
 y Tapering to neighborhood – doesn’t fit everywhere
 y More height in exchange for community benefits
 y Historic preservation
 y How do you fit it in?
 y How do you get affordable housing in 3 story buildings?
 y No cookie cutter
 y Edge issues – NIMBY
 y Development will be ad hoc and result in disparate outcomes
 y Concern of definition of “local historic character” “Williamsburg vernacular” - copies not exactly desired
 y Discuss scale and details
 y Emphasis on historic could miss opportunities for green/sustainable features

Is there something that needs to be added or changed?

 y Consider topography in building height (low topography can have higher building?)
 y Design of particular commercial buildings to corridor 
 y Urban design and height should conform to existing context; height where apartments already
 y Neighborhood by neighborhood authenticity needs to be more clearly mentioned 
 y Character of Lee Heights Shopping Center needs to be preserved
 y Making sure we have good architecture, but don’t over prescribe and add time

2016 Vision: Neighborhoods with unique architectural character, public space activities, and sensitive transitions.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: A walkable environment with context-sensitive buildings that engage with streets and 
transition in scale, height and character appropriately to adjacent neighborhoods. Encourage high-quality architecture that 
reflects the local historic character where appropriate and place-making through conscientious urban design.

What about this topic is most promising?  

What about this topic most concerns you? 

Is there something that needs to be added or changed? 

Planning Element

Land Use -

Land Use -

Land Use -

Housing -

Housing -

Housing -

Transportation -

Transportation -

Transportation -

Public Spaces -

Public Spaces -

Public Spaces -

Building Form, Height, & Urban Design -

Building Form, Height, & Urban Design -

Building Form, Height, & Urban Design -

Historic Preservation & Cultural Resources -

Historic Preservation & Cultural Resources -

Historic Preservation & Cultural Resources -

Economic Vitality - 

Economic Vitality - 

Economic Vitality - 

Sustainability - 

Sustainability - 

Sustainability - 

Public Facilities -

Public Facilities -

Public Facilities -

Place response here
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 y FBC options
 y Block consolidation
 y Universal design
 y High quality – proud
 y Concern of pre-determined recs in material

Compiled answers to questions during Community Forum Ice-breaker Exercise
1. What is your vision for the future of Lee Highway and how can we communicate and help you stay informed throughout the 
process?

 y More density and diversity
 y Not dense
 y Medium density
 y D-D-D-ULI
 y Balance:  Increase in diverse housing and density with preservation of small businesses and retail (only with more    

density can we achieve better transportation options)
 y Quiet
 y Cohesive
 y Keep it quirky, not cookie cutter facades
 y Completely different than it is today
 y Mount Vernon Avenue in Del Ray – a human scale truly inviting streetscape – room for people
 y A string with urban villages
 y Less suburban sprawl
 y Update from suburban strip to main street
 y More local control of Lee Highway, not VDOT
 y Safe, walkable corridor
 y Humane 
 y Liveable (innovative blend of restaurants, housing and experiences) 
 y Narrower corridor 
 y Beautiful appearance through streetscape, open space and architecture
 y Boulevard look
 y Buried power lines

2. What is your favorite place to visit and why?  What would you bring to Lee Highway from there?

 y Barcelona
 y Lisbon: wide boulevards, many trees, friendly (does not feel urban and crowded even though lots of people)
 y East Jerusalem: quiet, human scale, car-free alleys
 y Tokyo: advanced, vertical design, public transit and walkability
 y Shepherdstown, WV: microcosm of good planning and economic development
 y Greenville, SC:  small town, walkability and feel
 y Nat’s Park: smaller gathering places
 y Savannah, GA: creates value with open space; commercial/office clusters mixed in with residential
 y C&O Canal: quiet and insulated from traffic and noise
 y Meandering, walkable, market squares that are discoverable
 y Westover
 y Heidelberg: neighborhood place where you see friends
 y Shirlington (walkability and heights), Clarendon (walkability)
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Community Kick-Off Meeting on 2/12/19
What part of this vision do you like most? and why?

 y The pictures depict something we don’t have space for on  
Lee Highway - use more relevant precedents

 y Retention of earlier buildings is important 
 y Some earlier buildings are ugly, do not function well and are  

not conducive to housing and transit modifications 
 y Increase density and taper down towards single family  

neighborhoods – especially at nodes like Lee and Glebe
 y Aesthetically pleasing, not just functional 
 y Tent pole approach around major intersections and  

commercial nodes
 y Enough density to bring a grocery store to the Heights area,  

please 
 y Cannot get affordable housing unless you build more density 
 y Increase number of units for existing apartment complex add  

additional floor or next building 
 y Walking and transit support higher quality of life 
 y Concentrated pocket density (nodes) 
 y More density - be smart and let the market improve Lee  

Highway 
 y Expand bike lane further encourage bike use 
 y Attractive mixed use with a variety of height
 y Support taller buildings at Spout Run 
 y Understand economics of different building densities.  

Focus on those profitable to owners and developers and  
compatible for neighbors 

 y Public space activities - plant more trees where there are none 
 y Like high level of activity, like smooth transitions, like ample sidewalks, only natural landscape, no public art 
 y How much density are we willing to have? 

What part of this vision would you like to change? or add?

 y No eight story buildings that did not have a significant step back and setback from Lee Highway 
 y Allow for mixed use of buildings and designs that can be adapted overtime to changing needs 
 y Need performance space and gathering space 
 y Use trees to buffer taller buildings 
 y Do not forget the need for affordable housing adjacent to bus lines, poor people like me use the bus 
 y Park space that you can occupy, not just look at 
 y Create an environment that attracts people and new retail amenities 
 y Access to ‘left’ Commercial and social resources should be considered 
 y The higher the better. Allow 10 story buildings 
 y Keep the skyline visible 
 y Arlington has two high-rise East West Corridors. Do we need another?
 y Not entirely comfortable with seven or eight story buildings where not appropriate 
 y Would like to see more high-rises and mix of commercial and residential on Cherrydale Avenue 
 y Keep small human scale, do not increase density 
 y New open spaces are important, more important than shown in 2016 vision 
 y Higher density apartment buildings to keep rent price is reasonable 
 y Vision statement did not accurately reflect stickies on how dense the nodes should be, density desires were overstated.
 y The highway isn’t broken, don’t fix it
 y More 3 to 6 story buildings with mixed use

9

Neighborhoods with unique architectural  
character, public space activities, and sensitive 
transitions.

 ■ Encourage high level of activity and visual appeal at ground level
 ■ Define levels of intensity and specific building height parameters along  

 corridor 
 ■ Smooth height transitions between commercial and residential uses
 ■ Promote distinct neighborhood character through architectural design
 ■ Maintain existing residential character in residential sections along corridor,  

 as well as, areas adjacent to residential neighborhoods
 ■ Create ample sidewalks, high quality landscaping and intuitive wayfinding
 ■ Consider alternative parking solutions (on-street, rear, shared, public,  

 structured)

Vision Recommendations:

Vision Principle:

Planning Element BUILDING FORM, HEIGHT,  
AND URBAN DESIGN

What part of this vision do you like most?  
And why?

Validating the 2016 Vision 

What part of this vision would you like to 
change? Or add? 

Place response here
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 y Everyone seems like they are asking for feedback, but I am concerned that no one is really listening 

 y This needs to be linked to the housing element - a need for increased density to support affordability may require multi story 
buildings

Which of the following aspects of the goal is most important to you and why?

Walkable with context sensitive buildings 
 y Incentivize new development. Up zone select areas, especially  

North Highlands area
 y 4 to 5 story buildings with street level retail and garage  

parking - rezone to allow greater density 
 y Lee and Lexington 7-Eleven - how do we avoid things like that  

in the meantime? It doesn’t fit what we want Lee Highway to be 
 y Set framework for things to grow organically. Things fill in.  

Not plan for density 
 y Use trees to buffer between tall buildings and small buildings 
 y Consider a hub and piazza concept along corridor for retail on 

the first floor dining on the first floor and outdoor seating.  
parking near the hubs

 y Hubs need to be accessible for seniors and with nearby  
parking 

 y Create a vision that attracts people to us with festivals that  
are culturally appropriate and generate revenue 

 y Artisans and Public market like the torpedo factory at  
Glebe and Lee Highway 

 y Pedestrians and bike paths throughout North Highlands is a  
positive 

Buildings Engage with streets and transition in scale, height and  
character appropriately  
 y 4 to 5 stories across from colonial Village in Court House is a  

good scale check precedent
 y Retail podium with 3 to 4 stories of housing and underground  

parking 
 y Avoid “Canyonization” with appropriate height restrictions and opening up sidewalks to compensate 
 y Analysis of additional parking on street, off-street and public parking structures 
 y Building height and volume of people and cars are important to scale appropriately 
 y We don’t want Ballston - it is too dark, no sunlight at Street 
 y Don’t want views blocked and or to feel overwhelmed by tall buildings 
 y Would you want a 10 story or 8 story building in your backyard?
 y Don’t want Ballston need to see the sky 
 y Increased density can coexist with a neighborhood oriented feel - we need density to achieve mix of housing types
 y I don’t like high-rise buildings, I prefer 3 to 4 story garden style with parking underneath 
 y Move buildings almost to the street, parking in the rear or underground 
 y Densify the pawnshop property 
 y Don’t be afraid of density - we need it for affordable housing in a well serviced transit Corridor. Think about clustered housing, not 

big apartment buildings with many varieties of look and feel 
 y Build taller buildings in North Highlands and allow creative architecture 
 y Appropriate engagement of current buildings with new clear transition plans needed 
 y Don’t be afraid of height, without 5+ stories nothing will change 

High-quality architecture, reflects local character with place making   
 y No huge buildings please
 y Are we Columbia Pike but with better transit like dedicated BRT and Parks?
 y Need breathing space

10

BUILDING FORM, HEIGHT, AND 
URBAN DESIGNProject Goals and Activities

Planning Element

A walkable environment with context-sensitive buildings that engage with streets and transition in scale, height 
and character appropriately to adjacent neighborhoods. Encourage high-quality architecture that reflects the 
local historic character where appropriate and place-making through conscientious urban design.

Walkable with 
context-sensitive 
buildings

Buildings engage 
with streets 
and transition 
in scale, height 
and character 
appropriately 

High-quality 
architecture, reflects 
local character, with 
place-making

Phase 1 Activities Related Studies and/or Ongoing Projects/Processes
 ■ Analyze existing development 
 ■ Analyze existing building types, height, scale, density, and form
 ■ Analyze street network, block pattern, typography, parcel configuration, and lot frontage

Preliminary Aspirational Goal: 

Which of the following aspects of the goal is the most important to you and why? 

 ■ Neighborhood Conservation Plans
 ■ Cherrydale Revitalization Plan (1994)
 ■ East Falls Church Area Plan (2011)

Place response here
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 y Bring investment from elsewhere 
 y Not just new Lee Highway density 
 y Replicate Lee Heights form, height and design 
 y Design guidelines for by-right uses higher density at higher quality 
 y Corridor form based zoning - understand differences and similarities with Columbia Pike 
 y North Highlands density too great in 2016 plan 
 y Worry about first floor details, the rest is flexible 
 y More resilient buildings 
 y Reduce height and density of buildings 
 y Impose an architectural review board for each neighborhood like in Alexandria and different architectural guidelines 
 y Additional density by site plan is the only carrot to get high-quality architecture and affordable housing 
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06 Historic Preservation and Cultural Resources

Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting on 1/30/2019
What about this topic is most promising?

 y Tie in local African American historical sites w/ DC-wide  
attractions. Play up significance of Halls Hill. Promote  
architecture as places to visit. (HB Wood Lawn.  
Sears homes…) tours? 

 y Utilizing cultural resources for placemaking 
 y Opportunity for inclusion. Interaction opportunities.  

Arlington’s racial history needs to be told... needs to be  
addressed in plan? 

 y Preserve Langston Wall and graveyard
 y Identifying our real assets
 y Celebrating what we have
 y Protecting buildings – opportunity
 y We need to emphasize the historic and cultural assets so  

people know  about them 
 y Like mention of TDR
 y Like that this plan could generate map of architectural/ 

cultural elements along corridor

What about this topic most concerns you?

 y Complete inventory 
 y Reflect individual neighborhood character. Can’t just look at  

history; need to interact and engage 
 y Not everything old should be preserved
 y using HP as affordable housing tool
 y can backfire and become too expensive 
 y TDR helpful for all kinds of things

Is there something that needs to be added or changed?

 y Celebrate people (along w/ places). Have tools in place to aid historic preservation actions. Integrate old + new architecture side by 
side

 y Cultural resource trail
 y Interactive storytelling needs to be part of goal 
 y No more boring marker
 y better interpretation of what we have
 y protection of buildings
 y walking tour of highway

Compiled answers to questions during Community Forum Ice-breaker Exercise
1. What is your vision for the future of Lee Highway and how can we communicate and help you stay informed throughout the 
process?

 y Cute, unique (not a copy of another place) and fun
 y Retains character of today’s neighborhoods

2016 Vision: Maintain a unique sense of place through preservation of sites of historic significance.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Identify and support preservation of historic resources that increase public 
understanding and appreciation for the corridor’s architectural and cultural history consistent with the policies of the Historic 
Preservation Master Plan and the Historic Resources Inventory. Increase awareness of and enhance arts, public art, and 
cultural activities in the corridor.

What about this topic is most promising?  

What about this topic most concerns you? 

Is there something that needs to be added or changed? 

Planning Element

Land Use -

Land Use -

Land Use -

Housing -

Housing -

Housing -

Transportation -

Transportation -

Transportation -

Public Spaces -

Public Spaces -
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Building Form, Height, & Urban Design -
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Historic Preservation & Cultural Resources -

Historic Preservation & Cultural Resources -

Historic Preservation & Cultural Resources -

Economic Vitality - 

Economic Vitality - 
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 y Recognize history
 y Culture
 y Emphasis on inclusion of opinions and needs of people of  

color

2. What is your favorite place to visit and why?   
    What would you bring to Lee Highway from there? 
Oakland, CA: thriving and diverse

3. If you were 8 years old, what would you like to see and do on  
Lee Highway and why?  What if you were 15, 30 or 65 years old?

Any age: Real historic education sites

Community Kick-Off Meeting on 2/12/19
What part of this vision do you like most? and why?

 y Cherrydale area has a few historic shops that should stay and  
be incorporated in new changes 

 y Preservation must go beyond organizing events 
 y History can be today, current events and names of locals 
 y Give preservation of Arlington historical resources a higher  

priority than the vision recommendations appear to give 
 y Very glad to see the info on Callaway cemetery, the history of  

slavery - the Civil War all played out right here 
 y Preservation of the HRI listed buildings will contribute to the  

character of the corridor 
 y Balance preservation of buildings with culture 
 y Include more storytelling and history of neighborhoods 
 y Character local businesses (not 7-Eleven’s and pay day loans),  

historical heritage and visual appeal.  Diversity includes  
affordability and walkability 

 y Label infrastructure with dates and personalities prominently,  
label every lamp post, bench plaque, and post box etc. 

What part of this vision would you like to change? or add?

 y Storytelling - connect history sites, streets, Halls Hill city  
insights, farming, native American military - across time in a  
long haul corridor 

 y Lee Highway as a whole is unattractive 
 y Sometimes old is just old, be discerning about what it’s worth  

saving 
 y Make distinction between old and historic 
 y Performing arts venues and arts education 
 y Merge history with new examples - German parliament  

building - modern and historic mix great 
 y Don’t force strange historical changes to be incorporated into  

new buildings 
 y Given the Lee name and significant civil rights history, make a  

statement in place making no lee
 y 20th-century history needs to be included valued and  

preserved 
 y Historic preservation is good but no owner should have his property  

seized or restricted to obtain preservation - he must be paid or  
otherwise compensated 

 y North Highlands - high-rise right behind single-family homes is inappropriate - these homes are of historical significance 
12

HISTORIC PRESERVATION /
CULTURAL RESOURCESProject Goals and Activities

Planning Element

Identify and support preservation of historic resources that increase public understanding and appreciation for 
the corridor’s architectural and cultural history consistent with the phasing of the Historic Preservation Master 
Plan and the Historic Resources Inventory. Increase awareness of and enhance arts, public art, and cultural 
activities in the corridor.

Preliminary Aspirational Goal: 

What makes your neighborhood special? 

Phase 1 Activities Related Studies and/or Ongoing Projects/Processes
 ■ Research, survey, and document traditional architectural resources, non-traditional 

 resource types (such as open spaces, parks, and gathering places) and resources     
 associated with a locally significant person, event or family. 

 ■ Historic Preservation Master Plan (2006)
 ■ Historic Resources Inventory
 ■ Local Historic District Designation Reports

11

Maintain a unique sense of place through  
preservation of sites of historic significance.

 ■ Cultural resources will inform the planning of destinations and amenities
 ■ Preserve and integrate historic buildings and sites into future  

 development as a coordinated part of planning
 ■ Incorporate historic buildings or commemorative art into design of new    

 community open spaces
 ■ Preserve and celebrate historic and cultural resources and neighborhoods  

 by organizing events, tours and activities that educate about heritage
 ■ Identify architecture and other elements that comprise the character and   

 make up the Lee Highway corridor  

Vision Recommendations:

Vision Principle:

HISTORIC PRESERVATION / 
CULTURAL RESOURCES

Planning Element

What part of this vision do you like most?  
And why?

Validating the 2016 Vision 

What part of this vision would you like to 
change? Or add? 

Place response here

Place response here
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 y Planning for historic panels, placards for historic roads as well as locations in structures - past and present - to make this history 
accessible; include walking tours that are well signed 

 y What historic resources? Few existing buildings, in split spaces along the highway, feel like keepers. This is an opportunity to do 
something new and better than what was done in the past 

 y Install physical signs to highlight historic sites and include walking tours from walk Arlington 
 y Not loads of historic spaces left - Cherrydale hardware, little brick shops across Rick’s tattoos etc. They should be preserved and 

integrated into newer but attractive buildings  

What makes your neighborhood special?

 y Performing spaces
 y Nothing that’s the problem
 y Need more trees
 y Arlington needs an Arts District like Bethesda and DC have. We could make a unique arts District, by having a public market at 

Glebe and Lee that includes a combination of artist studios, small black box theaters, local restaurants, local retail and public 
space for performing events 

 y Arlington needs more performance spaces for theater productions blackbox theater at minimum 
 y Encore stage and studio children’s theater 
 y Partner with cultural organizations, currently residing on the highway, for their future plans and redevelopment 
 y Reform the TDR program. The current TDR policy will not save the historic sites on the highway 
 y High-rises immediately behind historically significant homes in North Highlands 
 y Building, which was the site of the desegregation effort, drugstore lunch counter 
 y Use this as an opportunity to highlight history, role and contributions of African-American community; consider history trail for 

visitors 
 y Showcase history - African-American community and contributions 
 y Create historical plaques along the highway 
 y Descriptions of the history of each neighborhood - visible from various means 
 y Small shops, neighborhood history, arts and culture space 
 y Tenant priority for cowboy Café in Rick’s tattoos 
 y Strip malls around Glebe and George Mason not marked historic 
 y Unique restaurants in retail, walkable - there is a story of the place in Westover 
 y Lee Highway study area has 26 apartment buildings, store fronts and shopping center is recognized by the Arlington historic 

resources inventory as essential or important 
 y I consider Moor’s barbershop to be part of Arlington’s cultural heritage. Can a business like this be protected? 
 y Small shops and individual owners, and walkability, we need more varied housing 
 y Consult with historical commission to identify features of the highway over time (not just those that have been preserved) to 

develop by pictures, a sense of what’s happened on the corridor over time. Integrate statues or stations on a walking tour 
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07 Economic Vitality

Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting on 1/30/2019
What about this topic is most promising?

 y Possibility to lure people out of homes – work together +  
communal space

 y Public/Private parking; use of land that is not fully utilized/ 
maximize potential. Evaluating regulations 

 y Additional foot traffic, small businesses, more density  
(people) attract more businesses

 y It’s all good
 y Support – incubate small businesses and help with  

development plans and parking
 y Local businesses – possibly consider expanding like  

makerspace or brewery etc
 y Like PP parking opportunities

What about this topic most concerns you?

 y Micro manage business uses; parking requirements;  
vacant stores

 y Maintain quirky-ness
 y Tension between moving cars + vitality, piecemeal sidewalks
 y Supporting existing business
 y concern that typical “site plan” development could displace  

and change character of small biz/parking/small lots
 y development cant compromise values, project outcomes,  

policy plans
 y  need to better address how tools will assist Lee Hwy

Is there something that needs to be added or changed?

 y Reduce parking lots (sit empty), no more banks + 7-11’s. Consider owner ROI in BAU scenario. Small business incubator? 
Communal business space? Co-work space

 y Partnerships with business community; temporary uses
 y Destination, affordability of businesses
 y Vacant lots, more open process for redevelopment
 y Grocery stores – encourage outside business
 y zoning ordinance
 y  fair and transparent process for development for better outcomes
 y  dream idea- real public market
 y  incubator for new businesses
 y  use hospital as generator for more business(medical office center)

2016 Vision: Maintain economic vitality by encouraging a diverse mix of services and destinations, and by utilizing innovative 
economic development strategies.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Support retailers, restaurant owners, and other commercial business owners so that 
Lee Highway continues to be a prosperous corridor. Identify opportunities to preserve or develop complementary land uses, 
such as residential, office, and public spaces that meet daily community needs and boost synergies among different land uses. 
Seek opportunities to promote and strengthen a diverse commercial base.

What about this topic is most promising?  

What about this topic most concerns you? 

Is there something that needs to be added or changed? 

Planning Element
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Compiled answers to questions during Community Forum Ice-breaker Exercise
1. What is your vision for the future of Lee Highway and how can we communicate and help you stay informed throughout the 
process?

 y Protected local businesses
 y More community based businesses (shops, restaurants and bars)
 y Eclectic businesses
 y Innovative businesses
 y A place where the people that grew up on Lee Highway, can afford to move back to 
 y Supports population and invites visitors
 y Financially viable and functional main street

2. What is your favorite place to visit and why?  What would you bring to Lee Highway from there?

 y Venice, Italy: local businesses
 y London: theatrical space above pubs
 y Paris: cafes, unique character
 y Parts of San Francisco and Ballston: walkable with thriving retail
 y SOHO
 y Georgetown: vibrancy
 y Lee Heights, Lyon Village, Lee Harrison Shop. Center, Cherrydale Hardware and Safeway, Old Dominion intersection shopping area
 y Cowboy Café, Del Ray
 y Joe’s Pizza, Italian store
 y Arrowine, Lebanese Taverna and HB: not chains, great places to meet

3. If you were 8 years old, what would you like to see and do on Lee Highway and why?  What if you were 15, 30 or 65 years 
old?

a. 8 years old: 
 y Jumping Joey’s
 y Birthday party places

b. 15 years old:  
 y Cafes
 y Places to walk and shop

c. 30 years old:
 y Variety of restaurants
 y Bars
 y Dense downtown with all-in one shopping
 y Night life
 y Co-work spaces

d. 65 years old:
 y Convenient services
 y Quiet restaurants, parks and cafes
 y Affordable housing within walking distance to commercial centers like Lee Harrison
 y Up-scale bars with music

e. Any age: 
 y ice-cream 
 y Outside seating
 y Movie theatre
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Community Kick-Off Meeting on 2/12/19
What part of this vision do you like most? and why? 

 y Retain adequate surface parking for the highway businesses 
 y Need additional non-fast food dining options 
 y More shops and non-fast food options 
 y Mixed use development so that living, working and shopping  

along corridor is increasingly encouraged 
 y Retain and attract local businesses must provide affordable  

own /rent / lease/ sub lease options
 y Critical topic major emphasis preserve market incentives  

regarding which businesses locate -better parking and access  
will help encourage but do not incentivize, let the market work 

 y Make sure there is still a mix of independent ethnic businesses 
 y Lee heights shops 
 y Local businesses not chains (look at Cary town in Richmond ) 
 y More open space and sidewalk space in front of shops 
 y Encourage new investments (not only shops) and identify  

opportunities for a public private partnership.

What part of this vision would you like to change? or add?

 y Encourage economic development by rezoning some less  
profitable retail areas for higher density retail and commerce 

 y Allow property owners to keep properties as they wish, don’t  
force changes to properties, for example Lee Heights front  
parking 

 y Look to P3s in transit opportunities 
 y Via County regulations, zoning, and tax breaks to incentivize local 

small businesses and dis-incentivize national chains - don’t let market correct Lee Highway 
 y Develop incentives or incubators for small businesses - perhaps focus on sustainability or food; create small businesses along 

corridor
 y Consider five point intersection at military and Quincy another node right for mixed use with retail, public square green space for 

gatherings and high density residential 
 y Moms organic grocery a great addition to our neighborhood. I hope they join this campaign 
 y Get rid of the pawnshop 
 y Must consider negative impacts of increased vitality and population growth (overcrowding, no parking and too much traffic) 
 y Like the vision, difficult to curate mix of uses in a plan. Maybe encourage development of flexible space 
 y The highway is already one of the most economically vital parts of the county, don’t push retail out 
 y Redevelop the area surrounding fort strong apartments and 7-Eleven by replacing the car dealerships with businesses that serve 

what the local population needs 

Which of the following aspects of the goal are most important to you and why?

Support retailers, restaurant owners and other commercial business owners 
 y Support small local business
 y Independent local businesses rather than national chains 
 y Concern about increasing rent: support via lower rent options and or commercial hubs like Eastern market for a local business 
 y Need to preserve unique businesses like black barbershop, shoe repair, hardware stores - we would have to drive to Fairfax county 

to get these 
 y Range of  local and national tenants equals healthy 
 y Garden City shopping to look like Lee Heights shops 
 y Co-op neighborhood club for access to businesses, for example pay $200 per year and get 20% off local businesses 
 y Limit or reduce restrictions on signage

13

Maintain economic vitality by encouraging a  
diverse mix of services and destinations, and by 
utilizing innovative economic development  
strategies. 

 ■ Define the economic role of the corridor within county and region
 ■ Identify strategies to retain and attract variety of local businesses 
 ■ Encourage reinvestment in the corridor
 ■ Encourage entrepreneurship and more jobs on the corridor
 ■ Identify infrastructure investments needed to support mixed use (i.e.  

 parking, public open space)
 ■ Identify opportunities for a public/private partnership (i.e BIDs)
 ■ Reduce regulatory barriers

http://www.slightclutter.com/blog/

Vision Recommendations:

Vision Principle:

Economic VitalityPlanning Element

What part of this vision do you like most?  
And why?

Validating the 2016 Vision 

What part of this vision would you like to 
change? Or add? 

Place response here
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 y Identify locations were targeted programs and space can be  
focused to support locally grown businesses 

 y Parking to support retail concentrations needs to be  
accessible for vehicles and pedestrians and be public or  
shared - not tied to specific retailers 

 y Convenient stores and gas stations are clogging up access  
on the highway, costs are greater than the benefits 

Preserve or develop complementary land uses that meet daily  
community needs 
 y Please do not redevelop the car dealerships - especially  

Honda with great service they are all that’s left in Arlington 
 y Need to preserve independent privately owned businesses.  

These businesses make the highway special - three bakeries  
to hardware stores, Japanese auto clinic, and many others.  
Please don’t turn our main street into chain stores and chain  
restaurants 

 y Explicitly allow every day needs in commercial areas 
 y I live near the intersection of Lee Highway and VHN love that  

I can walk to Moms Whole Foods and Trader Joe’s. I am  
moving to the Lee Heights area which is halfway between  
Harris Teeter and Safeway and not a pleasant walk. Please  
build a grocery store in the Lee Heights area 

 y Arlington is not under populated nor under developed 
 y Clarendon development drove mom and pop restaurant  

owners out of business, replaced by cheesecake factory and chain  
drugstores, among other things. Why will this effort yield different  
or better results? 

 y Encourage flexible retail space - business mix changes overtime -  
used to be many more gas stations in the corridor, which has given way to bank branches that are now consolidating 

 y New retail amenities are highly desirable. This will require new development and infrastructure to support modern day restaurants 
and local retail plan must allow economically viable development to occur. 

 y If you were used car lots - please the highway is too greedy and run down in places it doesn’t have to be Clarendon vanilla, but 
something in between would be nice 

 y Moms is great 
 y Create business clusters for the B - corps and sustainable green tech. Encourage business but not over populate space along the 

highway to be too congested 
 y Need hubs or Piazza’s like in Italy - three hubs on corridor with retail, dining, parking and outside seating 

Boost synergies among different land uses. Promote and strengthen a diverse commercial base 
 y Accommodate a unique market at Lee Highway that can draw people and money from outside to spend in Arlington 
 y Retail with local artisans and restaurants, art studios, galleries and teaching space and public gathering space 
 y Expand by right housing options especially if it is paired with ground floor commercial 
 y More small coffee shops would be nice. Farmers markets and more fruits street stands 
 y How is the growth of the VA hospital being taken into account? More cars, more traffic, more people.  They will use Lee Highway 

and impact surrounding neighborhoods 
 y Re-purpose the bank and commercial townhomes between Joe’s Place and Sunoco station streetscape with adequate space to 

drive and park to access small retail small restaurants, with second-floor or maybe second and third floor commercial or 
residential above 

 y Increase density in mixed use near I-66 exit in Cherrydale 
 y Allow for housing over retail to increase density 
 y We need to develop something unique so people from outside Arlington will come and spend their money here - what that unique 

draw might be is a public market 

14

Project Goals and Activities
Planning Element Economic Vitality

Support retailers, restaurant owners, and other commercial business owners so that Lee Highway continues to 
be a prosperous corridor. Identify opportunities to preserve or develop complementary land uses, such as  
residential, office, and public spaces that meet daily community needs and boost synergies among different 
land uses. Seek opportunities to promote and strengthen a diverse commercial base.

Support retailers, 
restaurant 
owners, and 
other commercial 
business owners

Preserve 
or develop 
complementary 
land uses that 
meet daily 
community needs

Boost synergies 
among different 
land uses. Promote 
and strengthen a 
diverse commercial 
base

Phase 1 Activities Related Studies and/or Ongoing Projects/Processes
 ■ Analyze existing commercial market conditions (activity and performance)
 ■ Assess strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities

 ■ Arlington County Retail Plan (2015)

Preliminary Aspirational Goal: 

Which of the following aspects of the goal is the most important to you and why? 

Place response here
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08 Sustainability

Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting on 1/30/2019
What about this topic is most promising?

 y Greening the corridor, connective tissue between  
neighborhoods

 y Improved landscaping; more street trees; natural feeling  
landscape + elements

 y Trees; permeability; street trees!
 y Cherrydale is a great model
 y It’s a must; should be innovative

What about this topic most concerns you? 

 y Not enough; more than energy efficiency 
 y County commitment to stormwater investment and maintain  

(permeable concrete in Cherrydale)
 y street cleaning; maintenance
 y stormwater
 y Implementation needs to happen; the tech and info is already  

out there
 y open space is a fundamental component for other principles  

= economic vitality, housing etc.

Is there something that needs to be added or changed? 

 y More than trees – sustainable design in buildings, stormwater
 y Trees need to be added to vision recommendations; public  

water dispensers; need biophilic design principles 
 y Daylighting Spout Run
 y should be a teachable opportunity
 y solar energy

Community Kick-Off Meeting on 2/12/19
What part of this vision do you like most? and why? 

 y Trees, significant setbacks of buildings to Street; 4 to 6 stories as in Columbia Pike vision. Creating green open spaces is critical to 
a liberal community. Like the idea of trees and parks 

 y Use appropriate preservation in recognition of need for natural light and preventing high-rise development - it’s a health concern 
for all populations in the Arlington Lee Highway corridor 

 y Trees and greenery mingled in with the buildings 
 y If you are going to add landscape maintain it so it doesn’t die 
 y Create a continuous example of sustainable aware design with native street trees, best Stormwater management practice. Varied 

spaces that invite people to linger and discover a new business or chat with a stranger 
 y Trees, trees, trees for cooling and better air 
 y Plant trees and more trees 

2016 Vision: ‘Green’ the corridor by incorporating street trees and improved landscaping in public spaces and sustainable 
design techniques in new construction.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Design and construct buildings, street improvements, and park projects using 
environmentally sustainable and energy efficient practices. Make the Lee Highway frontage more comfortable and attractive 
with less impervious surfaces and more “green” features (trees, stormwater management, gathering spaces).

What about this topic is most promising?  

What about this topic most concerns you? 

Is there something that needs to be added or changed? 

Planning Element
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What part of this vision would you like to change? or add?

 y Need wider sidewalks for safety. Increasing the welcome for  
all mobility needs other than autos

 y Don’t push retail out 
 y Street is far too narrow for Lee Highway. why show this at all? 
 y Increase the ease of comfort and safety of non-auto mode of  

travel 
 y Add emphasis on walkability in transit as a form of sustainable 

design 
 y Love more trees, but priority for traffic flow of cars and trucks 

 so include both 
 y Not just energy, but also green preservation and expansion.  

Boulevard similar to Chicago 
 y Trees are wonderful and sidewalks necessary - be careful of  

size of a tree and projected root growth, because buckling  
sidewalks are a challenge for many pedestrians 

 y Add mass transit in walkability 
 y Add emphasis on walkability in transit as a form of sustainable 

 design 
 y Stormwater capture is important too, preferably in the form of  

rain gardens. Incorporate spaces for community gardens 

Which of the following aspects of the goal is the most important  
to you and why?

Environmentally sustainable energy efficient buildings, street  
improvements and park projects 
 y Street crossings - accessibility should be increased. Slow down auto traffic somehow so walking will be feasible and pleasant 
 y The heat island around the highway is remarkable, increase trains, tree canopy and cover pavement surface 
 y New buildings to incorporate solar - get dominion to be more cooperative 
 y Stormwater management and less impervious surfaces 
 y Stormwater management to retrofit for all drainage areas 
 y More resilient buildings 
 y Create a living sustainability laboratory for sustainability ideas and innovations 
 y Emphasis on how buildings (through LEED, etc.) can help reduce emissions and climate mitigation 
 y Lead certified required in new development 
 y Go beyond LEED - does nothing for quality of landscape, street trees and shade canopy cover. Colorful flowering trees are better 

for people and animals alike. 
 y More building programs similar to PACE for older homes 
 y LEED green roofs, smart grid metering and more LEED buildings 
 y Height restrictions greater than 5 to 6 stories outside Roslyn; No commercial development west of Sycamore in Lee 

More green features and less impervious surface 
 y Community garden 
 y Work towards sustainable targets and match and perhaps exceed them 
 y Allow wells for geothermal under streets and other public hard scape 
 y Lee Ann Green is the top of the hill for spout run watershed, which has problems with flooding. Stormwater detention needed in 

the highest part of Lee Highway corridor maybe elsewhere as well. 
 y This section of the highway that’s three lanes desperately needs to be narrowed 
 y Plan for flooding and climate change - reduce impervious services and keep mature trees 
 y New buildings and spaces are needed to make the highway greener - need new green space and public spaces with new 

development 
 y Connect To Potomac walking paths for visible water flows 

15

‘Green’ the corridor by incorporating street trees 
and improved landscaping in public spaces and 
sustainable design techniques in new  
construction.  

 ■ Continue to conduct educational forums on urban/sustainable design  
 techniques

 ■ Specify standards for sustainable design in new construction (i.e. high- 
 efficiency and/or high-productivity energy and water solutions)

Vision Recommendations:

Vision Principle:

SUSTAINABILITYPlanning Element

What part of this vision do you like most?  
And why?

Validating the 2016 Vision 

What part of this vision would you like to 
change? Or add? 

Place response here
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 y Use opportunity to create green streets and for sizing  
stormwater capture and infiltration and improve water quality  
in Potomac and tributaries 

 y Given Urban character in many smaller parcels, consider  
regional store motor solutions 

 y Less deer - they are major destroyers of forests 
 y Greenroom community gardens, solar regional district energy,  

geothermal, stormwater innovations and black water reuse 
 y Please more trees everywhere 
 y Look at things like DC’s green area ratio to manage  

stormwater, manage heat, improve air quality 
 y Incentivize green buildings 
 y Incentives for business owner to participate and maintain  

greening         
 y Incentives from County would be helpful in stimulating  

Sustainable projects such as home solar 
 y Provide incentives for businesses and homes to have solar  

panels, tax incentives, buy plastic bags, whatever it takes.  
Also green roofs and lots of trees 

 y Significant planting of trees all along the Corridor -  
Old Dominion has begun such a project. Significant problems  
with setback on the highway but planning is crucial 

 y More casual use green gathering spaces and add bike  
parking to new developments 

 y Address loss of trees with more urban trees and address  
urban heat from all impervious surfaces 

 y Need more trees 16

Project Goals and Activities
Planning Element Sustainability 

Design and construct buildings, street improvements, and park projects using environmentally sustainable and 
energy efficient practices. Make the Lee Highway frontage more comfortable and attractive with less impervious 
surfaces and more “green” features (trees, stormwater management, gathering spaces).

Environmentally 
sustainable and 
energy efficient 
buildings, street 
improvements, and 
park projects

More “green” 
features and 
less impervious 
surfaces

Preliminary Aspirational Goal: 

Which of the following aspects of the goal is the most important to you and why? 

Phase 1 Activities Related Studies and/or Ongoing Projects/Processes
 ■ Analysis of existing conditions (tree canopy, impervious areas, stormwater management, and   

 building design elements
 ■ Research funding techniques and programs for streetscape design, reduction in impervious    

 surfaces, building / energy efficient design and other smart growth practices

 ■ Community Energy Plan (2013)
 ■ Natural Resources Management Plan (2010)
 ■ Chesapeake Bay Preservation Plan (2004) and Ordinance (1992, 2003, 2011)
 ■ Stormwater Master Plan (2014)
 ■ Water Distribution System Master Plan (2014)
 ■ Recycling Program Implementation Plan 

Place response here
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09 Public Facilities

Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting on 1/30/2019
What about this topic is most promising?

 y Public facility as gathering areas (ex. Library)
 y Serious consideration for how to accommodate kids coming  

from new development
 y Lee Center
 y Community gathering spaces
 y Key to making the plan possible/ anchor of community

What about this topic most concerns you? 

 y Increase density and school facilities; more people = add  
facilities 

 y Schools not integrated with plan
 y Manage Stratford
 y Schools weren’t addressed adequately-full to breaking

Is there something that needs to be added or changed? 
 y How can Lee Highway accommodate increase in students  

(need more schools, especially elementary) 
 y Better use of ex. Facilities; buildings not capable of additional  

uses
 y Evaluate colocation opportunities like Arlington Mill  

commercial center
 y design visual gateways to public facilities
 y community spaces for all ages

Compiled answers to questions during Community Forum Ice-breaker Exercise
1. What is your vision for the future of Lee Highway and how can we communicate and help you stay informed throughout the 
process?

 y Variety of services and activities
 y More facilities for children and seniors
 y Neighborhood (not chain) gathering places like restaurants

2. If you were 8 years old, what would you like to see and do on Lee Highway and why?  What if you were 15, 30 or 65 years 
old?

a. 8 years old: 
 y Birthday party places

b. 15 years old: 
 y School of the Arts
 y Music venues and art spaces

2016 Vision: Align new public facilities and services with corridor growth and preserve/enhance existing amenities.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Ensure Public facilities meet the needs of the County and the Lee Highway community. 
Monitor growth along the Lee Highway corridor to assess and adequately plan for future public facility needs. Identify areas that 
may be appropriate for future public facilities and support services.

What about this topic is most promising?  

What about this topic most concerns you? 

Is there something that needs to be added or changed? 

Planning Element
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 y Safe hang-out spaces
 y Places to gather with something to do

b. 30 years old:
 y Kid-friendly places

c. 65 years old:
 y Farmers market

d. Any age: 
 y A place where you know the people, friends, neighbors – a magnet to gather
 y Face to face experiences and fun activities like rock climbing
 y Libraries
 y Indoor sports

e. General:
 y Age appropriate spaces
 y Free (no cost) destinations
 y Lee Hwy is not a place for 8-year-old children (place parents get necessities

Community Kick-Off Meeting on 2/12/19
What part of this vision do you like most? and why? 

 y Integration of multi-use facilities, schools, community center,  
etc. to maximize use of space in public engagement 

 y More public amenities (i.e. restrooms, drinking fountains, etc.), 
bike racks along the highway (e.g. Chestnut Hills Park) 

 y As a 38-year resident of the community I am saddened that  
every developer seems to get a pass on commitments for  
support of schools and their financial needs, given the profit.   
I do buy prospective companies. It would be wise not to say no  
to the requirement of financial support for all the programs  
and spaces associated with young people.

What part of this vision would you like to change? or add?

 y Refresh the architecture of existing public buildings along the  
highway 

 y Transit shuttle links between facilities like schools and rec  
centers - expand access to.  Use of existing facilities - earlier  
and later hours, seven days a week 

 y Consider pressure on services created by increased density  
along the highway 

 y Eli’s existing MD office space available before any more new  
buildings happen 

 y Public Wi-Fi for access along the highway 
 y Utilize under-used existing facilities like Langston and Lee  

Arts Center rather than building new 
 y The Old Dominion and John MLHVIP area has a lot of expanding  

public facilities - fire station, VA hospital, community center - it  
should be taken into consideration in planning and not dumped  
with what is left over 

 y Recreation facilities and community gathering places need to be spread across the Lee Highway, Corridor - three centers may be 
associated with hub for retail and dining

Which of the following aspects of the goal is the most important to you and why?

What is the most important public facility to meet needs of the county and the highway community within the study area?
 y Arlington Mill - like facility with community use rooms and indoor activities for kids and families -  would be a nice addition 
 y Community pool that does not have a huge waiting list 
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https://parks.arlingtonva.us/locations/langston-brown-community-center-park/

https://www.virginiahospitalcenter.com/aboutus/vhc/default.aspx

https://fire.arlingtonva.us/locations/fire-station-3-cherrydale-military-road/

http://www.eekarchitects.com/portfolio/20-sustainable-design/68-yorktown-high-school

Align new public facilities and services with 
corridor growth and preserve/enhance existing 
amenities.  

 ■ Continue to pursue joint County/Community Studies of potential future use  
 of Fire Station 8

 ■ Monitor growth to assess and adequately plan for future schools and other  
 public facilities, including core support services 

Vision Recommendations:

Vision Principle:

PUBLIC FACILITIESPlanning Element

What part of this vision do you like most?  
And why?

Validating the 2016 Vision 

What part of this vision would you like to 
change? Or add? 

Place response here
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 y Recreation facilities need to be spread across the planning  
area. Langston needs to be expanded for recreation and  
community gatherings. 

 y Plaza/Piazza like in Italy. Hub area for retail, dining and  
recreation with parking - maybe three hubs along the Corridor 

 y basketball and recreation 
 y Convert the old fire station into a community center 
 y Library 
 y Langston although very nice facility seems to be overbooked  

especially the recreation - like to see it expanded or major  
expansion of the Lee Center to incorporate recreational facilities  
like gym exercise in addition to current, plus longer hours,  
plus links to greenhouse in the arts 

 y Please do not under estimate the needs for resisting ultra-high  
density - one cannot go back to try to retrieve the required  
elements for healthy children, aging individuals and middle to  
low income residents, all significant contributors to this area.  
Natural light, exterior art spaces and green vegetation  
available to all 

 y Consider location of mixed use buildings combining schools,  
senior housing and community facilities 

 y Mixed-use public space combining public gathering space with  
teaching space, retail, eating, artist studios and retail space 

 y More recreation places for sports 

Access and adequately plan future public facilities 
 y Current public facilities do not play a role in place making on the  

highway - not prominent, are not well known to most - new fire  
station in Cherrydale is a good first step 

 y Public private garage is badly needed near Lee Harrison or North Arlingtonians - more than 1 mile from shopping in the county
 y Climate mitigation - how can public facilities also help reduce carbon emissions. Renewable energy, energy efficiency etc. 
 y Schools new APS growth  projections are scary - we need to prioritize building more schools 
 y Please think about public meeting spaces with restrooms for groups from 5 to 50 - very much in demand - especially evenings and 

weekends on West End.  Langston, Lee Center and nearby Westover library are only facilities were you can schedule a meeting if 
you’re not a school or civic association 

 y Activate existing underutilized churches, schools, metro station properties 
 y The visioning does not seem to address problems associated with more population that will come with multi-family units. Schools 

are already overcrowded and county has not addressed the issue adequately now 
 y Add indoor place space for kiddos in community centers - ages six months plus especially on weekends and they are smaller 

housing units  

Identify appropriate areas 
 y Do recreational centers get regular use? Find ways to increase use of the space 
 y Another Library on the east side of the Corridor is needed 
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Project Goals and Activities
Planning Element Public Facilities

What is the most 
important public 
facility to meet 
the needs of 
the County and 
Lee Highway 
Community within 
the study area?

Assess and 
adequately plan 
future public 
facilities

Identify appropriate 
areas

Phase 1 Activities Related Studies and/or Ongoing Projects/Processes
 ■ Analyze existing schools, community centers, libraries and fire stations in study area
 ■ Review county-wide facility needs
 ■ Refine broad use categories 

 ■ General Land Use Plan (2018)
 ■ Community Facilities Study (2015)
 ■ Fiscal year 2019 - Fiscal year 2028 CJP

Preliminary Aspirational Goal: 

Which of the following aspects of the goal is the most important to you and why? 

Ensure Public facilities meet the needs of the County and the Lee Highway community. Monitor growth along 
the Lee Highway corridor to assess and adequately plan for future public facility needs. Identify areas that may 
be appropriate for future public facilities and support services.

Place response here
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What Else?

The input below was collected during the Community Kick-Off Meeting, at the “What Else” Station, to get a sense of what else 
should be considered along the corridor.  While most of the feedback collected at this station relates to one or more Planning 
Element, other general issues were identified.  This feedback also provided a sense of which issues the community wants to 
learn more about and are important to expand on in future educational forums and/or focus group meetings. 
 y Airport noise issues in corridor
 y There must not be a fixed limitation on height. It will be dependent on neighborhood and need. Development will not occur unless 

it works financially. You want housing in the middle, pay for it with extra height.
 y What is the impact of the historical factors? Will they be around in 20 years?
 y How will LHA guiding principles be incorporated in the planning process?
 y Affordable housing providers – APHA, AHC
 y I am very concerned that the problems associated with this vision – particularly those related to increased population are not 

being addressed. How will all these people get to work? Where will they park? How will schools handle all the new students? 
Schools are already crowded!

 y Use Metrics for Affordable housing - if people have their quota, don’t put more.
 y Do not forget Arlington’s older residents. There should be someone at the table for each of the 9 categories. Arlington is a great 

place for seniors
 y Obtain much more, broad community feedback and desires.
 y Consider needs of older residents who need to use cars to patronize businesses along Lee Hwy
 y Get young people involved. They will be building much of this. Is there a student member of working group?
 y Ensure input from underrepresented communities along Lee Hwy. Committed to market rate affordable residents, etc.
 y 66 is a huge problem, tons of traffic gets diverted onto Lee Hwy, if deal is made with VDOT, we should put an end to the 66 

restrictions
 y In terms of business permits, housing, transportation, greenspace, etc. Keep in mind the relationship between Lee Hwy and 

Washington Blvd. on the west end and between Lee Hwy and Wilson Blvd on the east end. Keep in mind North-South connections 
from Lee Hwy

 y Lee Hwy should complement Wash Blvd and Wilson Blvd
 y Link to other jurisdictions – the Lee Hwy corridor extends, with meaningful density, far into Fairfax and commuters don’t stay in 

Rosslyn
 y Links beyond Lee Hwy – Park/Potomac links, schools, hospital, monument area
 y Easier development of ADU’s in SFR zones
 y Should this forum be limited to Arlingtonians? Is it fair to let outsiders impose consequences on Arlington home owners?
 y The goal must be to find the balance between the key things that we must have and then resist the temptation to micro-manage 

the rest. To have a beautiful redeveloped corridor, we encourage the quality and visionary developers to come here. Above all 
others, they want unique development. Success comes with encouraging good applicants. We must stay flexible and resist hard 
fixed rules for development

 y Change the name of Lee Hwy, it is not a highway
 y Ensure input from stakeholders who helped draft underlying plans- affordable housing, parks, etc. even if they don’t live on Lee 

Hwy. The county’s overall vision and goals need to be represented here.
 y Put some sort of survey online
 y We need to make local business our primary economic strategy – they are being pushed out by high rent
 y Development should be spread around the corridor
 y More support for families – daycare, indoor play spaces for all ages
 y Improve ART bus services AAART55 and Metrobus 3Y trips
 y Public/private parking garage - need near Lee Harrison intersection
 y Shared parking around businesses to free up land for other uses
 y Develop more bus routes that connect to metro at more than Rosslyn and Ballston
 y Arlington regional transit is terrible lately, constantly #55 buses missing
 y Public transportation should connect Lee Hwy with metro stations
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Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Ice Breaker Cards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Ice Breaker Cards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Ice Breaker Cards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Ice Breaker Cards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Ice Breaker Cards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Ice Breaker Cards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Ice Breaker Cards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Ice Breaker Cards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Ice Breaker Cards
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Community Forum Kick-Off Ice Breaker Cards
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Community Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Kick-Off Meeting Boards
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Community Kick-Off Meeting Boards




